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Peace and Love
Vasco (aka RaginRamen)

Welcome, Everyone!

This was a tough month to curate. I had so many incredible IndieGames to pick from. As
you can see by my last article, titled Also Out This Month, there are several games I did not
have the opportunity to fully experience.

What I have played is spectacular. With many of these, I have been eagerly anticipating for
months.

Mutropolis first impressed me during a live event, AdventureX, where I got to play a demo
and take home some cool postcards. I have been following them ever since and enjoyed all
the sneak peeks, and artwork is shown off.

NUTS had very interested from the moment I finished playing their demo during the Steam
Festival. I didn’t know what I was getting myself into. Squirrels hoarding dynamite?! I HAD
to play this as soon as it came out.

Curse of the Dead Gods has seen several updates since Early Access of last year. I still
remember playing it on its initial release and getting my butt kicked every time. Putting in
more practice, I have been slowly preparing myself for its Full Release.

March looks to be just as packed full of amazing games, by amazing developers. I love you
all! The passion and work you put in are phenomenal. Keep making your dreams come true!

EDITOR’S NOTE
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6-9Mutropolis
Got a Problem? There’s A Trowel For That.
Mutropolis has it all, an engaging story,
quirky characters, sarcastic comments, and
head-scratching puzzles to solve.

18-21 NUTS
Uneasy music, events gradually getting
more obscure, squirrels hoarding dynamite
and matches? It was enough to colour me
intrigued.

26-29 Curse of the Dead Gods
Like many of the curses that reside within
the temple, so too will Curse of the Gods put
a curse upon you.

FEATURES

14HenryMosseand the
WormholeConspiracy
16Slay TheDragon
17Voyage
22-23Shattered: Taleof
the ForgottenKing
25RogueHeroes: Ruins
of Tasos
32-33Breathedge

HIGHLIGHTS Pg10

Included IndieGames are;
Blue Fire // Firework // Urban Cards //
The Room 4: Old Sins // Nebuchadnezzar //
Buddy Simulator 1984 // Minit Fun Racer //
Speed Limit // Hellsign //

ALSO OUT THIS MONTH
Pg34-39

18

22
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Developer: Pirita Studio Publisher: Application Systems Heidelberg
On: Windows, Mac, Linux From: Steam, GoG, Humble

Got a Problem? There’s A Trowel For That

Yay! Another Point’N’Click game to gobble up.
This genre will never die, and that makes me
extremely happy.
Mutropolis has it all, an engaging story, quirky
characters, sarcastic comments, and head-
scratching puzzles to solve.

Earth! A Land Of Discovery!
There are many examples out there of archaeology made
cool. Hollywood churn them out every few years, and
games are no different. However, not many swaps out the
guns and violence, to give you a Trowel instead.
Earth is now a playground for eager archaeologists,
seeking to find artefacts and relics from the pre-cataclysmic
age. You play Henry “Head of Expeditions”, and together
with your crew, you will encounter ancient gods and the
possible destruction of the universe.
From the start, I had fallen in love with

each one of the characters. They
stand out from each other due to
the exceptional writing from the
developers.

The story goes that, upon
searching for the lost city of
Mutropolis, your professor
Totel, is kidnapped.
Together with your crew,
you set out to rescue
Totel, and learn that you
aren’t the only ones in
search of the lost city
of Mutropolis.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1037120/Mutropolis/
https://www.gog.com/game/mutropolis
https://www.humblebundle.com/store/mutropolis
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Gameplay Gets To The Point and
Really Clicks With Me
As point and click games go, this is one of the best. It hits
all the tropes I love, and I had an incredible time playing it.
Usually, there are two things I look for, that I find to be
essential.

One is the movement in this genre. Do I need to wait for
the camera to catch up, or is exploring an area, a smooth
experience? Mutropolis never had me waiting, so thumbs
up there.
Secondly, is there a hint system or a key that highlights
interactable objects? There isn’t either in Mutropolis.
However, I never found that I needed it. Most of the time,
the reason for having that feature is poor level design. If
I have to hunt through the pixels for an object, that
breaks the immersion. For Mutropolis to be fun without
highlighting objects or offering hints, it proves that the
level design is perfect, keeping me immersed in the
narrative experience.

I will admit, there were occasions where I was stuck and
had to check youtube for answers, but for the most part, if
you pay attention to the dialogue, you’ll know what to do.
Combinations and puzzles made sense, even when I was
making a battery out of a lemon. It was
explained, in a way that didn’t feel
nonsensical, like in many other point-
and-click games.
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Gods, Relics, and Adventure!

Gorgeous art! Each character stands out with excellent
silhouettes and colours that pop! I love the little robot Max,
they are absolutely precious. Also, I love that Isis has a
little hat on her head, I don't know why, it just tickles me.

The voice acting is stunning, they convey the social-
awkwardness of Isis or the cold demeanour of Cobra. Even
the two brothers, Luc and Micro, are easy to tell apart.
Their dialogue and voice acting shows off the different
personalities with ease.

Replay Value
As with most point-and-click games, there is no reason to
re-play the game, other than to experience the story again.

I know many still play Grim Fandango, or
Broken Sword, despite knowing all

the answers.

Final Thoughts
I loved Mutropolis. It was such a lovely experience, and I
think everyone should give it a go. My run-time came up at
around 7hrs, but I have seen some people finishing it in the
5-7hr range.

If you love this genre, I highly recommend you play
Mutropolis. If you don’t usually play point-and-click games,
give it a go anyway. Mutropolis is a charming adventure
story full of pop culture references, marvellous characters,
and meddling gods. I especially adored the chemistry
between characters. In such a short space of time, I grew
to care about them.

Beautiful art, fantastic voice acting, and the power of the
Trowel compels you!

RAMEN VERDICT
Thousands of years in the
future, Henry may find this
game, and the world will
marvel at the greatest

archaeological find of the
century!
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Links: Official Site, Steam

NEW
RELEASES

I definitely would steal a
spaceship and to save the
world from a terrible
wormhole conspiracy.

- Henry Mosse and the
Wormhole Conspiracy

https://www.mosseadventure.com/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1240210/There_Is_No_Game__Wrong_Dimension/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1131880/Henry_Mosse_and_the_Wormhole_Conspiracy/
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Links: Official Site, Steam, GoG

Links: Steam

Adventuring with baby
Jack Skellington on my back

- Shattered: Tale of the
Forgotten King

https://shatteredking-thegame.fr/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/349730/Popup_Dungeon/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1045180/Shattered__Tale_of_the_Forgotten_King/
https://www.gog.com/wishlist/games/shattered_tale_of_the_forgotten_king_by_redlock_studios
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1463890/Slay_the_Dragon/
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Links: Official Site, Steam

NEW
RELEASES

Every single one of these
environments is illustrated
with hand-painted art that
brings the world to life.

- Voyage

https://venturous.se/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1179210/Kill_It_With_Fire/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1051950/Voyage/
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Links: Steam, GoG, Humble, Epic

Links: Steam, Humble

Growing from a single
house to a bustling town

where people feel safe. It
makes every dungeon run, a
worthwhile time

- Rogue Heroes:
Ruins of Tasos

https://store.steampowered.com/app/738520/Breathedge/
https://www.gog.com/game/breathedge
https://www.humblebundle.com/store/breathedge
https://www.epicgames.com/store/en-US/p/breathedge
https://store.steampowered.com/app/787810/Rogue_Heroes_Ruins_of_Tasos/
https://www.humblebundle.com/store/rogue-heroes-ruins-of-tasos
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The Point’N’Click genre is wholely under-rated. The
beautiful artwork and the clever writing that goes into
making one is shown from the start in “Henry Mosse
and the Wormhole Conspiracy”.

From the very start, we are introduced to the characters
while on a standard delivery run to a planet ruled by ants,
at least I think they’re ants. I was immediately sold.
The artwork is beautiful in its own zany (almost 90’s
cartoon) style, and the characters have good chemistry
together that is magnified by the lovely voice actors.

The story starts simple enough, but as the title implies,
there is a conspiracy afoot!
You will meet a range of fascinating characters, from
supposedly genetically engineered lizard twins, a shady
walrus, and a gravedigger on Pluto who speaks in verse.

It is safe to say, the story will keep you entertained till the
very end.

Some quick things to note for those more familiar with
Poin’N’Click games; yes, there are useful hints, no, there
is no pixel hunting or weird combinations that make little
sense, and yes, there are witty quips everywhere you go.

I definitely would steal a spaceship and to save the world
from a terrible wormhole conspiracy. Hope there will be a
sequel. Will there?

Developer: Bad Goat Studios Publisher: Bad Goat Studios On: Windows, Mac From: Steam

HENRYMOSSE AND THEWORMHOLE
CONSPIRACY
A family secret takes you on an interplanetary adventure!

The opening mission is a
delivery run to an ant
colony. I knew, right away,

this would be a wholesome
and strange journey.

OUT NOW ON PC, MAC, XB1 AND SWITCH

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1240210/There_Is_No_Game__Wrong_Dimension/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1240210/There_Is_No_Game__Wrong_Dimension/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1131880/Henry_Mosse_and_the_Wormhole_Conspiracy/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1240210/There_Is_No_Game__Wrong_Dimension/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1240210/There_Is_No_Game__Wrong_Dimension/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1154810/Going_Under/
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OUT NOW ON PC, MAC, XB1 AND SWITCH

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1154810/Going_Under/
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Oh no! A Dragon has swooped in and kidnapped your
little brother!

Picking up a heavy sword, longer than we are tall, we
set out to rescue him. And so the adventure begins.

I will say it every time I come across a student project, and
it never gets old- the future is bright!

Slay The Dragon! is an action-adventure game that will
take you from the Swedish countryside to snowy
mountains, and back down to dangerous caverns for the
finale. The art is magnificent! The soft shapes and warm colours

pull you in and make you feel happy. I know our little
brother has been kidnapped by a menacing dragon but
LOOK, it is all so wholesome and charming and lovely.
Who knew adventuring through the Swedish countryside
can be so lovely?

It is a short game of just under an hour, but it does so much
with that hour. As mentioned before, a variety of vistas to
explore, different enemies and three bosses to defeat. On
top of that, there is a sweet story with a delightful ending.
All for free!.
It is a complete game, and I look forward to what else these
talented people have in store for the future.

I would also like to add a sidenote that you can find
beautiful concept art on their Instagram and the
enchanting soundtrack is free on their Steam page

Developer: Slay The Dragon! Team Publisher: The Animation Workshop On: Windows From: Steam

SLAY THE DRAGON!
The best big-sister a brother could ask for!

“The wonders of childhood
imagination” was the goal, and I

think they hit the nail on the head.

https://www.instagram.com/slaythedragon_game/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1463890/Slay_the_Dragon/
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Developer: Venturous Publisher: Venturous On: Windows From: Steam

VOYAGE
It is not the destination, it is the journey

Two survivors lost in a breathtaking world.

Together they unravel the mysteries of the past and try
to find a way back home.

You will be exploring several different environments as you
make your way towards home. Tropical ruins, rocky
sunsets, endless meadows, sci-fi corridors and dreamlike
fog.

Now I will be honest here... I had no clue what the story
was when I played the game. The only reason I know it
now is because of the ending cinematic and the Steam
page.

A detail that had me smiling, is spotting creatures, poking
their heads from behind trees, watching the two strangers
with curious eyes.

This adventure is mostly walking. There are a few platform
puzzles, but nothing that will hinder your journey. You'll
quickly learn the true purpose of the game is the journey
home, and the levels are designed in a way that you keep
moving forward.
Even the ghosts from the past are there to help you,
sometimes pointing what direction to walk in.

However, the beauty in the hand-drawn environments, the
smooth animation and the enchanting music, are enough
reason to play this game.
Taking you on a journey out of this world.

Every single one of these
environments is illustrated with

hand-painted art that brings the
world to life.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1051950/Voyage/
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Developer: Joon, Pol, Muutsch, Char & Torfi Publisher: Noodlecake
On: Windows, Mac, SWITCH From: Steam, Humble

What are these deceptive squirrels up to?

I’m sure we’ve all seen the trailer. The uneasy
music, events gradually getting more obscure,
squirrels hoarding dynamite and matches? It
was enough to colour me intrigued. I had to play
and find out what is going on!

I Still Don’t Know What Is Going On
The narrative has a similar structure reminiscent of
Firewatch. You are out in a forest alone. Just you, the birds,
and those suspicious squirrels. Your only contact with the
outside world is by phone and fax.
I want to get it out of the way. I thought the story was
underwhelming. The dialogue was well written, and I did
like Dr Nina Scholz, but I still had too many questions by
the time the credits started rolling.

Part of the disappointment was due to creating an idea in
my head, of where I thought the story would go. Let me see
if I can do this without spoiling anything. My biggest
unanswered question is, what are the squirrels planning?
Maybe I didn’t fully understand the ending, but this was my
main reason for playing NUTS. I was intrigued by their
strange behaviour, and to not get a resolution left me
disappointed.

Squirrel conspiracies aside, I did enjoy the backstory.
Panorama Corp has plans of cutting down the serene
beauty of Melmoth Forest, a place with hundred-year-old
trees, and an endangered species of squirrels. Your job is
to document the goings-on and report back. How your
photos will save the day, I am still not quite sure.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/768450/NUTS/
https://www.humblebundle.com/store/nuts
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I’ve Got My Eyes On You
Squirrel... All Three Of Them!
The gameplay loop, in its simplest form; is setting
up a camera, waiting till evening, watching your
recording, faxing the results, and then going to
sleep. It sounds a little trivial, but I was very
entertained. It goes without saying, this won’t be for
everyone. Some may even find it repetitive.
However, the cat and mouse chase you find
yourself in is fun.

There are six locations within the forest that you will
explore for your research. Each one different from
the other. Ranging from an ordinary forest to a
swampy area, and later atop a cliff.
Also, trust me, these squirrels are tricky little things.
I would smugly place my cameras where I predicted
they would go, only to find that their talents of
misdirection are impeccable.

A lot of functionalities aren’t explained, which is
good or bad depending on the person. It never
impacted my playthrough, and I am not a fan of

hand-holding, so it didn’t bother me. I have seen
many humourous reviews shocked to discover they
could rotate and tilt the cameras with the gimble.
Another feature not explained, but I appreciate, is
the ability to zoom in on recordings before printing
a photo.

Oh, and I love the handheld camera. Feeding the
inner photographer in me, as I filled my journal with
nature shots.
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Colour Me Interested
The art style is unique. I can say, I’ve not seen
it used this way for a forest setting. Usually,
people like to see the blooming flowers, the
earthy colours, and the green explosion of
nature. People get amazed at the intricate
details and patterns of nature.
However, upon exploring Melmoth Forest for
the past few hours, I have to say this works
really well. Instead of the same environments
we see all the time, I was treated to something
new. The colours paired with the simple
linework helped to set a specific mood that
complemented the atmosphere.

Also, it helped with spotting interactable items
and the squirrels in the environment.

Replay Value
I can’t say there is any replay value. No
collectables, other than six tapes scattered
through the forest. No procedural designs. The
story, as enjoyable as it was, I am
likely to play through again.

Final Thoughts
When I started playing NUTS, I was excited to
find out all the squirrels secrets. Maybe they
stole the dynamite from Panorama? There were
too many unanswered questions for me.

In the end, I enjoyed my experience. It was fun
to play, pretty to look at, and the dialogue was
well written. But those questions still niggle at
me. For this reason, I can’t recommend it at the
current price point, maybe during a sale?

RAMEN VERDICT
Too many nuts left uncracked.
Maybe grab it during a cold
winter.
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I remember when Shattered first entered Early Access,
and I was excited about it, I even did a mini-review
regarding it. What a journey, starting at SquareEnix
Collective, then onto Kickstarter, and finally, we have
the full release. Let’s go wandering.

One of the main selling points is the lore and story. The
developers are using 10 years worth of TableTop RPG
sessions to bring the world to life. It’s not the first time I’ve
seen an RPG created from this kind of source, but it is still
impressive.
However, we are not linearly getting the whole narrative, it
is being fed to us through journals, clues and unreliable
sources. On the one hand, this is very cool, you have to
piece together information and really explore the world to
get the whole picture. I don’t have the luxury to take my

time and do this for the purpose of the review, but I have
done my best.

It is probably my favourite aspect of the game, the freedom
of exploration, and the motivation to do so.
As mentioned, you discover the lore hidden among the
world, but also, the game doesn’t offer any direction or clue
as to where you need to go to find it. This is good and bad.
I found myself getting lost fairly often, and for a long time,
I had no clue what half the items in my Inventory were for
or what they did.

Developer: Redlock Studio Publisher: Redlock Studio On: Windows, Mac, PS4, XB1 From: Steam, GoG

SHATTERED: TALE OF THE FORGOTTEN KING
Adventuring with baby Jack Skellington on my back

The vast landscapes and
dashing encouraged me to
explore and satisfy my

curiosity at every corner.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1045180/Shattered__Tale_of_the_Forgotten_King/
https://www.gog.com/wishlist/games/shattered_tale_of_the_forgotten_king_by_redlock_studios
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I am pretty sure I managed to reach places I shouldn’t
have, and in doing so, missed entire areas and enemies. I
love that that's a possibility. If I see something interesting,
I will do everything I can to get there. This is also a double-
edged sword.
Combat is the biggest complaint going from most reviews
I see. Personally, I enjoyed it and have no issue, although
I agree with the parry system needing work. When that is
fixed, I can only see positives from the community.

Many aspects of the game seem to feel like double-edged
swords, and I think your enjoyment will depend on your
perspective.
If you are an explorer like me and
enjoy searching every secret and
cave, chances are you will enjoy
this. Even if (like me) you missed
some lore, you have no problem
doing a new game and having a
completely new experience.
However, if repeat playthroughs are
not on the cards for you, you will
miss a lot, and not get the full
experience.
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OUT NOW ON PC
(PS4, XB1 and SWITCH Release This Summer)

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1154810/Going_Under/
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You could say there is a clear link between this and
their inspirations, I know many have mentioned it.
Regardless of that, this is an excellent game for all
ages to be enjoyed amongst friends and family.
Fight against the cursed titans and build a thriving
town full of NPCs to help you along the journey.

The main plot running through the story is sweet and
uncomplicated. Tasos’ peaceful lands are under threat
from a dark evil. There are four Great Dungeons, that hold
the Titans behind seals. With these ancient seals
weakening, the Goddesses have made a desperate plea
for a band of heroes to rise up and defend the land of
Tasos.

What I love is the character and charm brought to the
world. Instead of paragraphs of lore, you will meet unusual
characters along your adventure. Help them on side
quests, and you will learn more about your residents while getting a valuable reward. As I love story, this immersed

me in the world. How often have you been on holiday and
learnt of the land and its mysteries, but have fonder
memories of the people you have met?

For many, one of the most important aspects to get right in
a Rogue-Like is combat. I have to say, the combat isn’t
bad, but it can be simplistic. This is a turn off for anyone
looking for a challenge, but it has made the genre
accessible to so many. Personally, I had an incredibly fun
time. A lot of the classes feel the same, and I am not a fan
of contact damage, but I could not stop playing.

Developer: Heliocentric Studios Publisher: Team17 On: Windows and SWITCH From: Steam, Humble

ROGUE HEROES: RUINS OF TASOS
Four swords against the Titans of Tasos!

The teleporters made it
easy to get straight back
into the action, and

collecting those gems to build
my town is an excellent
gameplay loop.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1240210/There_Is_No_Game__Wrong_Dimension/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/787810/Rogue_Heroes_Ruins_of_Tasos/
https://www.humblebundle.com/store/rogue-heroes-ruins-of-tasos
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1240210/There_Is_No_Game__Wrong_Dimension/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1240210/There_Is_No_Game__Wrong_Dimension/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1154810/Going_Under/
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Developer: Passtech Games Publisher: Focus Home Interactive
On: Windows, PS4, XB1, SWITCH From: Steam, Humble, Epic

A blessing to play, and a curse that won’t let you sleep

Like many of the curses that reside within the
temple, so too will Curse of the Gods put a
curse upon you.
You will enjoy your experience so deeply, that
you will forget to sleep, mere human
connections are not needed anymore, pets will
go unfed. However, due to the insurmountable
fun, you will regret nothing.
Do you accept?

A Temple Of Death... Why Are We
Here Again?
Very good question. It is literally a temple dedicated to
death, and you thought it a good idea to stumble inside and
do some treasure hunting. Well done you.

Many reviews have outlined there is no story here- but I
disagree. True, the story isn’t explicitly told to you, but bear
with me here. My favourite past time in games is reading
journals and Bestiaries. Learning about the lore of the world
I am exploring. From reading the entries I unlocked, there
is an engaging narrative going through the background
here. Admittedly, our heroes motives are still rather one
dimensional. He searches for riches and power. But without
spoiling anything, his last entry adds another dimension to
his personality that makes him far more interesting.

For the most part, we learn of other Pretenders. These are
people who have also braved the temples gauntlet of
dangers. Pablo Cordoba, Marie-Clothilde Pardieux and
Belinda Davenport. All braves souls. Your predecessors
have more noble motives as to why they have come to a
temple full of Mesoamerican horrors.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1123770/Curse_of_the_Dead_Gods/
https://www.epicgames.com/store/en-US/product/the-last-campfire/home
https://www.humblebundle.com/store/curse-of-the-dead-gods
https://www.epicgames.com/store/en-US/product/the-last-campfire/home
https://www.epicgames.com/store/en-US/p/curse-of-the-dead-gods
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Greed Is Good
When I first started playing Curse of the Dead Gods, it did
not impress me. Why were people crazy about this? When
I finally defeated a couple of bosses, that is when I got
sucked into the game loop.
Many excellent mechanics intertwine to make the most of
your experience.
The first one I want to talk about is the biggest, the combat.
It is incredible how strategic and methodical you can be.
There are several dozen types of weapons, each with its
own combo animation and benefits. Many like the speedy
claws with poison, while others crack that whip before
throwing deadly daggers. Me, I have two favourites. There
is the Sky Hammer that brings lightning crackling down on
your enemies, and then there is the bow- any bow, but
preferably with fire.
Hacking away at enemies is a sure-fire way to die. Study
your environments. There are traps hidden in the dark, a
stamina system to be aware of, and a mixture of enemies
with different surprises. You must be methodical and
patient, and above all, learn to parry and roll as if your life
depends on it.

I could talk more about the combat, but I must leave room
for some of the other juicy gameplay mechanics.
Everything has a method behind it to think over. This is a
game about decisions. Every curse that brings danger, can
also be exploited for gain. Don't have enough gold for that
super awesome weapon? Buy it with blood and corruption.
There are many synergies to work with and figure out.
Everyone's playstyle will be different, and that tells me, it is
a game with a lot to offer.
Unlike most other Rogue-Like, you don’t get huge stat
boosts and powers at the end of a run. The only
improvement is in a few buffs and your skill. This is a game
that tests your skill as well as your resolve.

In the end, you decide how much risk you want to take in
every run through the temple. Will you let greed overwhelm
you?
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Are You Afraid Of The Dark?
The majority of your experience will be
wading through the darkness, trying not to set
off traps. Lighting plays a huge role, not just in
aesthetics, but in gameplay too. In the light,
you are comparatively safe, whereas, in the
dark, you take extra damage. Also, deadly
traps hide in the dark. You won’t spot them by
turning up the brightness, they are literally
invisible, unless illuminated.
On the topic of traps, the environment can be
your friend or your worst enemy. Learn how to
use it to your advantage, and turn them into
deadly weapons against your enemies.

There are three temples to explore, the path
of the Eagle, Serpent or the Jaguar. Each with
different enemies and traps. Despite only
having three environments to explore, it never
felt repetitive. Yes, there were many re-used
assets, but they were procedurally placed in
such a way that kept the game fresh.

Replay Value
There are 10 bosses to defeat across three
randomly generated temple environments,
with each run through the gauntlet. After you
have defeated them all, there are challenges
to complete, if you want to unlock all the
journal entries in the Bestiary, as well as
testing out a different weapon and item
combo. Also, don’t forget the daily challenges
added.
You will be entertained for a long time. As
Rogue-Likes go, there is a lot of fun to be had
in revisiting the temple of the Dead Gods

RAMEN VERDICT
A perpetual nightmare full
of traps, violence, curses,
and death... Let’s go again!

Final Thoughts

Incredibly fun game with a lot of thought put into
the mechanics and system. It draws many
comparisons with Hades and Darkest Dungeon,
but honestly, it is a very different beast.
Combat is unforgiving, and you will need
patience. Study your enemies and formulate
strategies that will be different for every run.
Your success will depend on your skill and
methods, not how many buffs you can buy after
a hundred deaths.
That is probably the reason I love this so much.
Everything is down to you and how much risk
you take. You decide your fate as you step foot
into the Temple of the Dead Gods.
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OUT NOW ON EARLY ACCESS FOR PC
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In Space, on your own, looking for your grandpa’s
coffin. You get a sense of how vast and beautiful
Space is.
Many have said it, and the comparison is unavoidable,
but yeah, this is Subnautica in Space. However, you
also have an immortal chicken, and an AI that won’t
shut up.

The story starts pretty straight forward. A routine cruise
through Space is interrupted by a catastrophic collision
with an asteroid field. Everyone dies except you, the
chicken, and this elusive “Babe” that keeps contacting you.
Not to be deterred, you set out to find your grandpas coffin,
and return to your original destination. Easier said than
done.
I’m in two minds about how I feel after playing. Reading

other reviews, I have to agree with both the positive and
negative reviews. First off, I want to say, for a debut title,
Breathedge is incredibly mind-blowing. The detail into the
environments and the polish is top tier, rivalling AAA
games. There is a tremendous amount of work that has
gone into the game, and I look forward to seeing what they
do next. The studio has great potential.

Developer: RedRuins Softworks Publisher: Hypetrain Digital
On: Windows, SWITCH From: Steam, GoG, Humble, Epic

BREATHEDGE
In space, only chickens live forever

The humour is a “love or
hate it” situation. It is
often crude, sometimes

slapstick, and always dark.
I loved it! However, it’s also
relentless and non-stop.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/738520/Breathedge/
https://www.gog.com/game/breathedge
https://www.humblebundle.com/store/breathedge
https://www.epicgames.com/store/en-US/p/breathedge
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So, keeping that in mind, there are a few issues I have.
Nothing huge, and definitely no bugs.
My biggest issue has to be the pacing and structure of the
game design. The first three chapters feel entirely different
from the last three chapters, both in tone and gameplay.
The first half has a deep survival tone. Scavenging for
materials in space is dangerous, and that is made very
clear with the limited oxygen available. You are compelled
to make quick decisions, where to explore, and what is

vital, because of this one simple mechanic. It’s fun,
challenging, and scratches that exploration itch I love in
games. The second half of the game throws everything
you’ve worked hard for, out the airlock. After spending
hours scavenging and grinding for resources, suddenly
you are confined to corridors and lots of exposition. I still
had fun, the story is enjoyable, but I couldn't help but think
back to all the hard work I put into the first three chapters
and wonder if it was all for nothing.
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There Are Mysteries To
Uncover, Hidden Deep In
The Dollhouse
With the sudden disappearance of an
ambitious engineer and his high-society

wife, a hunt for a precious artefact is provoked. The
answers seem to reside within a peculiar Dollhouse in
the attic. Follow obscure clues and manipulate bizarre
contraptions to uncover the secrets of Waldegrave
Manor.

2

I’ve Lost Count Of The Many
Times I Fell To My Death
Penumbra is not a safe place to be in. Full of
deadly traps, and daunting enemies.
You will explore unique temples, and meet

peculiar survivors to aid you on your journey.
This is a game for those hardcore players who love their
platforming. Precision and patience are needed, especially
within The Void. Can you leap through the air with grace,
and master the art of movement?

1

Blue Fire

Every month is
filled with
incredible work
from IndieDevs
across the
globe. I,
unfortunately,
do not have
time to play all
of them and a
few falls
through the
cracks. I see
great potential
in these and
implore you to
check them out
for yourselves.
Discover gems
of your own and
let me know if I
missed any that
you believe
should have
been included.

ALSO OUT
THIS MONTH

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1314460/Wick/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1229420/Company_of_Crime/
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One Spark
Could Set
It All Off
First, I want to
mention that

the English translation is still
in progress, but the playable
demo is already fully
translated. This is a story
with oriental mysticism,
suspicious fires, and a
rookie detective trying to
piece it all together.

From playing the demo, I can
attest to the suspense that
underpins the narrative. A
dread that crawls on your
skin as you work to solve the
case of a suspicious fire at a
funeral home. Is it a
supernatural phenomenon,
or an elaborate murder?

4
Firework

Cash Is King. What Are
You Worth?
The dungeons of some far-reaching
fantasy world have nothing, on the
dangers of the cutthroat world of
business. Work your employees to the

bone, buy out the competition, and never EVER take
your eyes off your debt.
This is a rogue-like deck-builder like you’ve never
seen before. This is Capitalism at its finest.

3

Urban Cards

The Room 4: Old Sins

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1125330/Griefhelm/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1125330/Griefhelm/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1249110/Skully/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1314460/Wick/
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The Gardens Of Babylon
Can Be Yours
I don’t know how many of you remember
the golden age of city builders, a time
ruled by Pharaohs and Caesar. It may
show my age by admitting to hours and

days spent, creating the perfect ancient city.
Now, a whole new generation can take part in
Nebuchadnezzar, and create a historic city of their own.

5

Carry On My
Wayward Son
The hunters work is
never done. Look for
clues, investigate

hauntings, and figure out what you
are up against. Once you have all the
answers, it’s shotgun time... Or you
know, whatever weapon fits the
monster.
As I am a big fan of Supernatural, the
mechanics and game loop was
immediately fascinating. There are
many games where you hunt
monsters, but none show you the
investigation side of the hunting.
Only one other game comes to mind,
and that is Phasmophobia.

7

Hellsign

If You Slow Down,
You Blow up!
Ok, fine, that is not actually
true, although there should
be a game like that.

However, the idea behind Speed Limit is not
too far of. Slowing down is a no-no. It’s in
the name (sort of). Speed your way through
train carriages, highways, boats, the skies.
From the start, you are running for your life,
never really knowing why, but you won’t
need much encouragement after the first
few deaths.
Learn patterns and survive in a Groundhog
meets Speed extravaganza.

6

Speed Limit

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1125330/Griefhelm/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1314460/Wick/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1229420/Company_of_Crime/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1229420/Company_of_Crime/
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Race For
Charity!
Not all of us can
cycle the Tour’
De France, or

run a marathon, all in the
name of charity. What we can
do is race a little digital
scooter and collect coins.
Now you have no excuse.
They even provided three
different prices, so you can
give as little or as much as
you are able.
Good causes aside, Minit
Fun Racer is incredibly fun.
It has a rogue-like element,
in that you will run out of
gas, and when you do, you
start again. All the coins
you’ve collected go to
upgrades for a better run.

9
Minit Fun Racer

Your New Bestest Friend
Forever and Ever!
This is what the future will be like,
right? Befriending AI’s in a time where
social interaction is at its lowest.

So yeah, I took the plunge and started playing. What’s
the worst that could happen? Quite predictably, a lot
of bad creepy happenings had me question the AI’s
intentions. Sure he wants a friend, but at what cost?
Whatever you do, don’t pick red as your favourite
colour... You’ve been warned.

8

Buddy Simulator 1984

Nebuchadnezzar

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1125330/Griefhelm/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1125330/Griefhelm/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1249110/Skully/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1314460/Wick/
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on the

NEXT ISSUE
mymost anticipated

... we will be returning with more
cool Indie Games that I am looking
forward to trying out once they are
released.

Loop Hero - Round and round we go,
remembering a lost world. Preparing
to fight the Lich

Inspector Waffles - You’ll need a cold
hard glass of milk. There is a murder
to solve, and you’re on the case

Narita Boy - Grab your Techno-Sword!
Defeat corrupted code! Unleash the
power of the Tri-Chroma!
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Grab a bowl full of IndieGames and
...DIG IN!!
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